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PYP

PYP Springboard
Series Editor: Simon Davidson
Implement the PYP and give students the full breadth of high quality inquiry learning with this
non-prescriptive, flexible support.
There are 18 Teacher’s Manuals to choose from, with 6 units per age band that cover each
transdisciplinary theme. Each one offers guidance and practical suggestions on how to deliver the
unit of inquiry.
• Link to the transdisciplinary themes and skills, key concepts and PYP attitudes
• Provoke meaningful discussion and inquiry
• Develop ideas for formative and summative assessment

Age Range
3–6

6–9

9–12

Food

Ourselves

Beliefs

Where we are in
place and time

Friends and
relationships

The solar system

Maps and
exploration

How we express
ourselves

I like books

Authors and stories

Art and
expression

How the world
works

Shadows and light

Matter and changes

Simple machines

How we organize
ourselves

Signs and symbols

Our school and
community

The world
of work

Sharing the planet

What is waste

Recycling our world

Resources supply
and demand

Transdisciplinary Themes

Who we are
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Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

PYP

PYP Springboard
Ages 3–6
Food

32pp

9781444139587

£45.00

Friends and relationships

32pp

9781444139556

£45.00

I like books

32pp

9781444139594

£45.00

Shadows and light

32pp

9781444139518

£45.00

Signs and symbols

32pp

9781444139631

£45.00

What is waste?

32pp

9781444139495

£45.00

Ourselves

32pp

9781444139624

£45.00

The solar system

32pp

9781444139730

£45.00

Authors and stories

32pp

9781444139532

£45.00

Matter and changes

32pp

9781444139617

£45.00

Our school and community

32pp

9781444139563

£45.00

Recycling our world

32pp

9781444139501

£45.00

Beliefs

32pp

9781444139549

£45.00

Maps and exploration

32pp

9781444139600

£45.00

Art and expression

32pp

9781444139488

£45.00

Simple machines

32pp

9781444139525

£45.00

The world of work

32pp

9781444139648

£45.00

Resources, supply and demand

32pp

9781444139570

£45.00

Ages 6–9

Ages 9–12

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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M YP

INCLUDES:

Series Editor: Paul Morris

Drive meaningful inquiry using the only MYP resources developed in
cooperation with the International Baccalaureate® (IB).
The MYP by Concept series provides a unique concept-driven and assessment-focused approach to the framework.
Coverage for levels 4&5 is provided by IB-endorsed Student’s Books plus accompanying digital support, via our
Dynamic Learning Platform.
MYP 1–3 Student’s Books and Teaching & Learning Resources are not endorsed.

Student’s Books
Encourage inquiring learners and ensure students navigate the MYP framework with confidence, using a concept
driven and assessment focussed approach presented in a global context.
• Develop conceptual understanding with key MYP concepts and related concepts at the heart of each chapter
• Inspire students to learn by asking questions with a statement of inquiry in each chapter.
• Understand how to extend learning through research projects and interdisciplinary opportunities

A bright, and engaging page design unlike other textbooks.

We have incorporated
Visible Thinking Routines –
ideas, framework, protocol
and thinking routines –
from Project Zero at the
Harvard Graduate School
of Education into many of
our activities.

Assessment opportunities
are identified.

Activities are designed
to develop students’
Approaches to Learning
(ATL) skills.

Each chapter is framed with a Key concept and a
Related concept, and is set in a Global context.

4

Statement of Inquiry provides the framework for
the inquiry, and the inquiry questions then lead the
exploration as they are developed through each chapter.

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Teaching & Learning Resources
Deliver more inventive and flexible lessons with the essential teaching resource for MYP; a cost effective range of online tools
and resources.

M YP

• Save time planning and ensure syllabus coverage with unit planners for each chapter and expert teaching guidance
• Support assessment for learning with dedicated scaffolding materials
• Enhance lessons and homework with useful videos, animations and weblinks plus ways to incorporate your own
trusted resources
Add your own resources to those provided with the lesson builder tool, part of Teaching & Learning Resources.
A typical MYP by Concept Teaching and Learning Resource contains:
• 12 unit planners
• 66 activity sheets
• 12 ‘Building Blocks’ PowerPoints
• 50 interactive activities
• videos
• weblinks
See for yourself with a 30 day free, no obligation trial, or view our sample lessons at
www.hoddereducation.com/MYPTeachingandlearning

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
Please note, the IB has not been involved in developing the Dynamic Learning platform or the accompanying teacher
resources and does not endorse their content.

Turn to pages 6–11 for full title listing

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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MYP by Concept 1–3
INCLUDES:

All MYP 1-3 titles are priced as follows:
Student’s Book: £15.99
Student eTextbook: 1 year: £10.99, 2 year: £15.99
Whiteboard eTextbook: £150

M YP

Teaching and Learning Resource: £250 for access until 31 August 2020

Mathematics for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

Rita Bateson and Irina Amlin

160pp

9781471880919

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880957

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471880940

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880964

Mathematics for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

Rita Bateson and Irina Amlin

160pp

9781471880971

January 2018

Student eTextbook		

9781471881015

February 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471881008

January 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471881022

March 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Mathematics for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

Rita Bateson and Irina Amlin

160pp

NEW

9781471881039

July 2018

Student eTextbook 		

9781471881077

August 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471881060

July 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471881084

September 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

160pp

Paul Grace

Student eTextbook		

9781471879401

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471879388		

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880223		

Student’s Book

160pp

9781471880261		
9781471880292

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880285

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880308

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 3
160pp

		

Paul Grace

Student eTextbook 		

Student’s Book

NEW

9781471879364			

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 2
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NEW

Paul Grace

9781471880315

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880353

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471880346

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880360

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

MYP by Concept 1–3
Language and Literature for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

160pp

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam

9781471880735
9781471880773

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880766

Teaching and Learning Resource 		

9781471880780

Language and Literature for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

160pp

Zara Kaiserimam

9781471880834

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880827

Teaching and Learning Resource 		

9781471880841

Language and Literature for the IB MYP 3

January 2018

Zara Kaiserimam

For access until 31 August 2021

NEW

9781471880858

February 2018

Student eTextbook		

9781471880896

March 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880889

February 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching and Learning Resource 		

9781471880902

May 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

English for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

160pp

NEW

9781471880797		

Student eTextbook		

Student’s Book

M YP

Student eTextbook		

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam
160pp

9781471880551			

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880599

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880582

Teaching and Learning Resource

9781471880605

English for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam
160pp

9781471880612

Student eTextbook		

9781471880650

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880643

Teaching and Learning Resource 		

9781471880667

English for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

Ana de Castro and Zara Kaiserimam
160pp

NEW

9781471880674

Student eTextbook		

9781471880711

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880704

Teaching and Learning Resource 		

9781471880728		

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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MYP by Concept 1–3
Spanish for the IB MYP 1-3 Phases 1-2

M YP

Student’s Book

320pp

J. Rafael Angel
9781471881091

£31.50

Student eTextbook		

9781471881138

1 year: £21.00, 2 year: £31.50

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471881121

Teaching & Learning Resource

9781471881145

Spanish for the IB MYP 1-3 Phases 3-4
Student’s Book

9781471881152

£31.50

Student eTextbook 		

9781471881190

1 year: £21.00, 2 year: £31.50

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471881183

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471881206

Sciences for the IB MYP 1
Student’s Book

320pp

María Blanco and Gonzalo Vázquez

Paul Morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

9781471880377

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880414

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880407

Teaching & Learning Resource		

9781471880421

Sciences for the IB MYP 2
Student’s Book

Paul Morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

9781471880438

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880476

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880469

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880483

Sciences for the IB MYP 3
Student’s Book

		

		

Paul Morris and Patricia Deo
160pp

9781471880490

Student eTextbook 		

9781471880537

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471880520

Teaching & Learning Resource 		

9781471880544

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

MYP by Concept 4–5
All MYP 4–5 titles are priced as follows:

INCLUDES:

Student Books: £31.50
Student eTextbooks: 1 year: £21.00, 2 year: £31.50
Whiteboard eTextbooks: £150 for access until 31 August 2020

M YP

Teaching and Learning: £450 for access until 31 August 2020
Titles listed with the IB logo have been developed in cooperation with the
International Baccalaureate® (IB)

Mathematics for the IB MYP 4–5
Rita Bateson
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841521

Student eTextbook 		

9781471841552		

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471841569

Teaching & Learning Resources 		

9781471841576

Individuals and Societies for the IB MYP 4–5

NEW

Danielle Farmer, Emily Giles and Robbie Woodburn
Student’s Book

320pp

9781510425798

June 2018

Student eTextbook		

9781510425392

July 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781510425408

June 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781510425415

October 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Geography for the IB MYP 4–5

NEW

Louise Harrison and Robbie Woodburn
Student’s Book

320pp

9781510425804 		November 2018

Student eTextbook		

9781510425538		December 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781510425545

November 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781510425552

April 2019

For access until 31 August 2021

History for the IB MYP 4–5
Jo Thomas and Keely Rogers
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841583

Student eTextbook 		

9781471841613

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471841620

Teaching & Learning Resources 		

9781471841637

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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MYP by Concept 4–5
Language and Literature for the IB MYP 4–5
Gillian Ashworth

M YP

Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841668

Student eTextbook 		

9781471841675

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471841682

Teaching & Learning Resources

9781471841699

April 2018

English for IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3–5
Ana de Castro
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471868450

Student eTextbook			

9781471868542

Whiteboard eTextbook			

9781471868535

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781471868528

		

French for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 1–2

NEW

Fabienne Fontaine
Student’s Book

320pp

9781510425811

June 2018

Student eTextbook 		

9781510425620

July 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781510425644

June 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resources

9781510425651

October 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

French for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3–5
Catherine Jouffrey and Rémy Lamon
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841835

Student eTextbook 		

9781471841859

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781471841866

Teaching & Learning Resources

9781471841873

Spanish for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 1–2
J. Rafael Angel
Student’s Book

10

320pp

9781471881213			

Student eTextbook		

9781471881251

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471881244

Teaching & Learning Resources

9781471881268

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

MYP by Concept 4–5
Spanish for the IB MYP 4–5 • Phases 3–5
J. Rafael Angel
320pp

9781471841880

Student eTextbook 			

9781471841910

Whiteboard eTextbook 			

9781471841927

Teaching & Learning Resources 			

9781471841934

M YP

Student’s Book

Biology for the IB MYP 4–5
Andrew Davis and Patricia Deo
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841705

Student eTextbook 			

9781471841736

Whiteboard eTextbook 			

9781471841743

Teaching & Learning Resources 			

9781471841750

Chemistry for the IB MYP 4–5
Annie Termaat and Christopher Talbot
Student’s Book

320pp

9781471841767

Student eTextbook 			

9781471841798

Whiteboard eTextbook 			

9781471841804

Teaching & Learning Resources 			

9781471841811

Physics for the IB MYP 4–5
Paul Morris
Student’s Book

288pp

9781471839337

Student eTextbook 			

9781471839375

Whiteboard eTextbook 			

9781471839382

Teaching & Learning Resources 			

9781471839368

Sciences for the IB MYP 4–5

		

NEW

Paul Morris, Radia Chibani, El Kahina Meziane and Anna Michaelides
Student’s Book

320pp

9781510425781

June 2018

Student eTextbook 			

9781510425309

July 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 			

9781510425347

June 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Teaching & Learning Resources 			

9781510425354

October 2018

For access until 31 August 2021

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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IB Skills

M YP

INCLUDES:

From IB Publishing, in cooperation with Hodder Education
Help students to understand the key and related concepts and build the skills they need to reach
the highest level of the assessment criteria, with this series of practical, subject-specific guides.
IB Skills covers four subject areas for years 4 and 5 of the MYP through Student’s and
Teacher’s Books. They are ideal for use in subject classes to complement teacher-created
material and any other textbooks that might be used.

Student’s Books
Help students to develop and apply subject knowledge through the use of activities and authentic,
real-life tasks.
Chapters are divided by key and related concepts, then sub-divided into 3 topics which have
activities that work on the specific skills and elements in the MYP model.
• Introduce students to key and related concepts that are relevant within and across
the subject areas
• Develop interdisciplinary and disciplinary skills that are essential to the understanding
of both concepts and subject content
• Help students to understand key features of the MYP–global contexts, approaches to
teaching and learning (ATL), inquiry and reflection

Teacher’s Books
Companions to the Student’s Books to help facilitate a whole-school approach.
• Provide definitions and explanations for key concepts
• Include supporting activities, task guidelines and assessment criteria
Turn to page 9 for MYP by Concept, a series of core Student’s books and digital support for
MYP 4 and 5, developed exclusively with the IB.

Language and Literature
Student’s Book

256pp

9781910160022

£14.99

Teacher’s Book

144pp

9781910160039

£39.99

Student’s Book

248pp

9781906345983

£14.99

Teacher’s Book

208pp

9781906345990

£39.99

Student’s Book

224pp

9780992703509

£14.99

Teacher’s Book

176pp

9780992703516

£39.99

Student’s Book

256pp

9781910160046

£14.99

Teacher’s Book

140pp

9781910160053

£39.99

Individuals and Societies

Mathematics

Sciences
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Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Core
INCLUDES:

Theory of Knowledge
Third edition
Nicholas Alchin and Carolyn P. Henly
A coherent and compelling narrative through the latest guide from two of the IB’s most respected
TOK experts.

Student’s Book

DIP LO MA

Inspire students with a Student’s Book that tells a story – the journey for reliable/certain knowledge.
Beginning where the students are (as human knowers in the early 21st century) and taking them through
the ideas in a way that makes sense.
• Guide students by helping them examine the nature of knowledge and ways of knowing
• Develop diverse and balanced arguments by raising questions in a variety of contexts
• Provide integrated support for assessment
• Introduce students to all the new ways of knowing and areas of knowledge

Teaching & Learning Resources
Plan and inspire creative TOK lessons, whether you’re new to the subject or want to breathe new life into existing lessons.

C A REER- RELAT ED

Provide the tools for collating your favourite resources with our content and organise them into lessons that can be launched
from your whiteboard, plus:
• A guide to teaching the course from the expert author team
• Student work sheets and classroom activities
• Editable PowerPoints ideal for lesson and discussion starters

Theory of Knowledge
Student’s Book Third Edition

480pp

9781471804151

£31.50

Student eTextbook		

9781471805585

1 year: £21.00, 2 Year: £31.50*

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471805318

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Teaching & Learning Resources 		

9781471805325

£175 for access until 31st August 2020

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Core
Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma:
Skills for Success NEW
John Sprague
Build confidence in a range of key Theory of Knowledge skills with this practical companion, full of
advice and guidance from an experienced TOK expert.

C AREER- RELAT ED

DIP LOMA

• Learn to apply analytical skills with Deeper Analysis, showing you how to go beyond simply identifying
and explaining
• Develop awareness of the practical application of knowledge with In Practice pointers, offering
guidance on how topics can be used in TOK activities
• Improve skills for formulating genuine knowledge questions for use in activities, a crucial part of
assessment success
• Avoid making the mistakes that others make in the assessment with TOK Traps that highlight
common errors and misconceptions
TOK for the IB Diploma Skills for Success

128pp

Student eTextbook 		

9781510402478

£15.99

9781510417601

1 year: £10.99, 2 year £15.99*

Extended Essay for the IB Diploma: Skills for Success

NEW

Paul Hoang and Chris Taylor
Build confidence in a range of key essay writing techniques and skills with this practical companion,
full of advice and guidance from experienced Extended Essay experts.
• Improve your essay writing techniques and skills through a range of strategies: developing a
research question, thinking critically, referencing and citing sources clearly, reflecting on the writing
process and reviewing the final essay
• Navigate the IB requirements with clear, concise explanations, including advice on assessment
objectives and academic honesty
• Avoid common mistakes, aim for the best Extended Essay grades and write an excellent essay with
detailed examiner advice, and expert tips and hints
• Develop fully rounded and responsible learning with explicit reference to the IB learner profile
• Covers the importance of reflection and holistic judgement: from the choice of topic, to extensive
research, to critical-thinking about the potential argument, analysis and evaluation that develops
over the course of writing the essay
Extended Essay for the IB Diploma: Skills for Success

96pp

Student eTextbook 		

14

9781510415126

£15.99

9781510417618

1 year: £10.99, 2 years: £15.99

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Core
IB Review Magazine
Editor: John Sprague
Consultant Editor: David James
Combine academic rigour with the development of practical skills, and encourage students to
become knowledgeable, independent learners with articles and activities written by top academics
and subject experts.
• Encourage the independent study and critical thinking skills at the heart of IB philosophy with
student activities
• Support the cross-subject delivery of Theory of Knowledge with support applied to topical articles, as
well as articles on career-related study and Extended Essay practice
• Embrace international mindedness through coverage of international stories and topics placed in the
context of IB Diploma study
• Prepare students for assessment with dedicated advice for their exams and the skills required to achieve with their extended essay
• Support and extend the magazine topics with free online resources with ever issue, suitable for use at home or in the classroom

Digital Package
The IB Review Digital Package offers reliable content and flexible access to magazine articles and additional online resources
from past Volumes 1, 2 and 3.
• Access the Digital Package anytime, anywhere, encouraging independent study and research
• Provide easy access to all, or create individual student accounts to allocate articles and track usage
• Ideal to use for schemes of work, lesson preparation, researching specific topics and revision
Subscribe to the IB Review Digital Package and receive
• Whole school access to the IB Review Magazine Archive
• Unlimited eMagazine Subscriptions to the latest volume (2017/2018)

Print Subscription
For every copy of IB Review print magazine subscribed to, get an eMagazine version free of charge.
Each subscription includes 4 issues of the magazine.

IB Review: Volume 3 2016/17
Print Institutional Subscription

9781471891632

eMagazine

9781471887505

Digital IB Review Package

9781471862564

From £38 for 1 year

£150 for 1 year’s access

Review Magazines
There are 13 more subject specific titles to choose from, which expand student knowledge
and help develop skills for independent learning, as well as providing stimulus material for
classroom discussion.
Biological Sciences Review		

Business Review		

Chemistry Review		

Economic Review			

The English Review

Geography Review

20th Century History Review

PE Review		

Physics Review			

Politics Review			

Psychology Review

Religious Studies Review

Sociology Review
To subscribe to any of the other Review magazines, please visit
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/magazines or email subscriptions@bookpoint.co.uk

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Language and Literature
Study and Revise Literature Guides
Series Editors: Nicola Onyett and Luke McBratney
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade in English Literature with these year-round course
companions; designed to instil in-depth textual understanding as students read, analyse and revise their
set texts throughout the course.
• Increases students’ knowledge of their set text as they progress through the detailed commentary and
contextual information written by experienced teachers and examiners
• Develops understanding of characterisation, themes, form, structure and language, equipping students
with a rich bank of textual examples to enhance their assesments
• Builds critical and analytical skills through challenging, thought-provoking questions and tasks that
encourage students to form their own personal responses to the text

C AREER- RELAT ED

DIP LOMA

• Extends learning and prepares students for higher-level study by introducing critical viewpoints,
comparative references to other literary works and suggestions for independent research

16

• Improves students’ extended writing techniques through targeted advice on planning and structuring a
successful essay
A Room with a View

112 pp

9781471853692

£8.99

A Streetcar Named Desire

112 pp

9781471853739

£8.99

Atonement

112 pp

9781471853807

£8.99

King Lear

112 pp

9781471853869

£8.99

Measure for Measure

112 pp

9781471853890

£8.99

Othello

112 pp

9781471853920

£8.99

Seamus Heaney: Selected Poems

112 pp

9781471853951

£8.99

Skirrid Hill

112 pp

9781471853982

£8.99

Tess of the D’Urbervilles

112 pp

9781471854019

£8.99

The Duchess of Malfi

104 pp

9781471854040

£8.99

The Great Gatsby

112 pp

9781471854071

£8.99

The Handmaid’s Tale

112 pp

9781471854101

£8.99

The Taming of the Shrew

112 pp

9781471854132

£8.99

The Tempest

112 pp

9781471854163

£8.99

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale

104 pp

9781471854194

£8.99

The Winter’s Tale

104 pp

9781471854224

£8.99

Top Girls

104 pp

9781471854255

£8.99

Wuthering Heights

112 pp

9781471854286

£8.99

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Language and Literature
English Literature Workbooks
Check, reinforce and improve critical skills and textual understanding to give students the best chance
of success in their English Literature exams.
Containing over 150 ready-made activities for each set text – with answers included at the back – these
write-in Workbooks:
• Actively develop knowledge and skills as students practise questions that cover plot and structure,
themes, characterisation, form and language, contexts and critical approaches
• Ensure that every student achieves real progress with activities that gradually build in difficulty, plus
additional ‘Stretch and challenge’ tasks to target the top grades
• Help students make the transition to higher-level study, with guidance from experienced examiners and
teachers on key skills, such as making inferences and embedding quotations
• Focus on exam skills with a separate section that includes practice essay questions and advice on:
question types; essay planning; writing about extracts and whole texts; using evidence and context

DIP LO MA

• Encourage independent learning as students use their Workbook at home or in class, throughout the
course or for revision and exam preparation
9781510434899

£6.00

Atonement

9781510434929

£6.00

King Lear

9781510434936

£6.00

Othello

9781510434950

£6.00

Tess of the D’Urbervilles

9781510434967

£6.00

The Duchess of Malfi

9781510434974

£6.00

The Great Gatsby

9781510413474

£6.00

The Handmaid’s Tale

9781510434981

£6.00

The Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale

9781510434998

£6.00

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.

C A REER- RELAT ED

A Streetcar Named Desire
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Language and Literature
Globe Education Shakespeare
Shorter Shakespeare
Take your students straight to the heart of Shakespeare’s plays; their confidence and understanding
develop faster as they explore the plots, themes and Shakespeare’s language, which is supported
throughout these abridged play texts from Globe Education.
• Reduces the length of each play by a third, while preserving the intricacies of the plot and sub-plots,
enabling students to engage with the whole story in the class time available
• Builds understanding of Shakespeare’s language by providing a detailed glossary alongside the text
for quick and easy reference, plus a range of language-focused activities

DIP LOMA

• Offers a tried-and-tested approach to introducing Shakespeare, based on the Globe’s shortened
‘Playing Shakespeare’ productions that have been seen and appreciated by over 150,000 students
• Helps students form their own personal responses to Shakespeare’s plays, stimulated by stunning
photographs from Globe productions and questions that reflect on context, characters and themes

Teaching & Learning Resources

FREE

Make the most of your Shorter Shakespeare play texts with free online Teaching &
Learning Resources from Globe Education; combining trusted guidance with classroom
activities and multimedia resources, these materials support and enhance all eight plays
in the series.

INCLUDES:

For each scene of each play you get:

C AREER- RELAT ED

• Teaching notes with guidance on how to approach the scene
• Practical group activities to use in the classroom
• Questions on language, performance, context, theme and character
• Web links to extra resources including photographs from Globe productions, interviews with actors and
contextual information
Each title is also accompanied by 10 video clips from Globe Education’s shortened ‘Playing Shakespeare’
productions.
To access the free Teaching & Learning Resources, visit: www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ShorterShakespeare

Shorter Shakespeare
A Midsummer Night’s Dream

96pp

9781471893759

£6.99

Macbeth

96pp

9781471896675

£6.99

Much Ado About Nothing

96pp

9781471899171

£6.99

Romeo and Juliet

96pp

9781471896682

£6.99

Twelfth Night

96pp

9781471896699

£6.99

Teaching & Learning Resources

96pp

9781510404441

FREE Available for each play

These titles are suitable for students from ages 12–18.
Also available: Othello, The Merchant of Venice and The Taming of the Shrew
For more information, visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ShorterShakespeare
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Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Language Acquisition
INCLUDES:

French B for the IB Diploma
Jane Byrne, Damian Henderson, Sophie Jobson and Lauren Lechelle

Mandarin B for the IB Diploma
Yan Burch

Spanish B for the IB Diploma
Mike Thacker and Sebastian Bianchi

DIP LO MA

Develop confident linguists at both SL and HL levels and ensure maximum language progression
with skills practice at the right level and activities that mirror IB assessment.

Student’s Books
These texts are written by IB experts and native speakers to provide learning pathways through
the books for both Standard and Higher Level students, ensuring maximum language progression.
• Promote global citizenship through a wide range of cultural material and questioning
• Build all four language skills using a wealth of stimulus material, carefully crafted tasks and
grammar practice

C A REER- RELAT ED

• Fully integrate Theory of Knowledge with signposts and links throughout the texts
French B was developed specifically in response to teacher feedback for texts and skills practice
at the right level for a range of students.
Mandarin B includes insight into Chinese as an evolving language and its grammatical and
linguistic differences.
Mandarin B audio transcripts are free to download from the Hodder Education website.
Spanish B has a particular emphasis on the Americas and includes a starter unit to help bridge the
gap from pre-16 exams.
Spanish B includes the audio on a free CD with every book.

Grammar and Skills Workbooks
Prepare students for their written and oral assessments through essential grammar practice and
opportunities to develop writing skills with write-in workbooks.
Ensure structured language practice through comprehensive cover of all IB grammar points, and in
depth practice of core reading and writing skills based around the seven main IB text types.
• Provide revision opportunities alongside material for ab initio students in the Transition section
• Make teaching students at two levels possible with differentiated activities at both Standard and
Higher level
• Provide extra challenges and advice for Higher students
New editions of these titles will be publishing at the end of 2018, along with resources for
English B.

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Language Acquisition
Teaching & Learning Resources
A digital solution to make planning more manageable and language learning more targeted.
Available for French B and Spanish B, Teaching & Learning Resources offer a bank of ready-to-use
resources, plus tools for lesson planning.
• Make planning manageable by providing schemes of work and lesson overviews for the teacher
• Help students prepare for spoken presentation and debate with audio material linked directly
to IB topics
• Teach with confidence and flexibility in every classroom situation, with differentiated worksheets
and interactive self-marking activities
• Ensure targeted learning with end of unit tests which track and inform students’ progress
Each one includes:
• a scheme of work and lesson overviews

DIP LOMA

• audio material linked directly to IB topics
• differentiated worksheets and interactive self marking activities

Vocab Express
Vocabulary is also available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning application.
Visit www.vocabexpress.com/hodder for more information.

French B

C AREER- RELAT ED

Print Student’s Book

320pp

9781471804182

£34.00

Student eTextbook		

9781471840203

1 year: £23, 2 year: £34.00*

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471804212

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Grammar and Skills Workbook

9781471833205

£10.99

9781471804731

£175 for access until 31 August 2020

9781471829093

£34.00

Student eTextbook		

9781471829123

1 year: £23, 2 year: £34*

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471829130

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

9781444146400

£34.00

Student eTextbook		

9781471840210

1 year: £23, 2 year: £34*

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471808180

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Grammar and Skills Workbook

9781471804106

£10.99

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781471808104

£175 for access until 31 August 2020

Teacher’s Resource Book

9781444146424

£120

96pp

Teaching & Learning Resources		

Mandarin B
Student’s Book

256pp

Spanish B
Student’s Book + Audio CD

300pp

96pp

244pp

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student
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Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Individuals and Societies
INCLUDES:

Access to History for the IB Diploma
Series editors: Andy Dailey and Philip Benson
Combine compelling narratives with academic rigour and the widest variety of
sources at this level, to help students develop their knowledge and analytical skills.
• Ensure full coverage of topics with each title supporting a topic in the latest
History guide
• Trust reliable, clear and in-depth content from topic experts
• Deepen understanding with analysis of the historiography surrounding key debates
• Prepare for exams with dedicated exam practice, model answers and practice questions
• Help with all aspects of the Diploma with TOK support and Historical investigation questions

IB

DIP LO MA

Prescribed subjects
The move to global war Student’s Book		

9781471839320

£20.99

The move to global war Student eTextbook 		

9781471883668

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

9781471839313
Rights and protest Student’s Book		

£20.99

Rights and protest Student eTextbook 		

9781471883651

1 year: £13.35, 2 year: £19.99*

Authoritarian states Second edition Student’s Book		

9781471839306

£20.99

Authoritarian states Second edition Student eTextbook 		

9781471882821

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

Causes and effects of 20th century wars Second edition Student’s Book		

9781471841347

£20.99

Causes and effects of 20th century wars Second edition Student eTextbook

9781471882838

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries Second edition Student’s Book

9781471839290

£20.99

The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries Second edition Student eTextbook

9781471882791

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

The Cold War and the Americas 1945–1981 Second edition Student’s Book

9781471841378

£20.99

The Cold War and the Americas 1945–1981 Student eTextbook 		

9781471882869

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

Civil rights and social movements in the Americas post-1945 Second edition Student’s Book

9781471841316

£20.99

Civil rights and social movements in the Americas post-1945 Second edition Student eTextbook

9781471882852

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

Emergence of the Americas in global affairs 1880–1929 Student’s Book		

9781444182286

£20.99

The Great Depression and the Americas Student’s Book		

9781444156539

£20.99

Independence Movements Student’s Book 		

9781444182316

£20.99

The Mexican Revolution Student’s Book 		

9781444182347

£20.99

The Second World War and the Americas 1933–1945 Second edition Student’s Book

9781471841286

£20.99

The Second World War and the Americas 1933–1945 Second edition Student eTextbook

9781471882845

1 year: £13.99, 2 year: £20.99*

United States civil war: Causes, course and effects 1840–1877 Student’s Book

9781444156508

£20.99

World History topics

C A REER- RELAT ED

HL Option 2: History of the Americas

Try Student eTextbooks for free with a 30-day no obligation trial.
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Individuals and Societies
Access to History for the IB Diploma Study and
Revision Guides NEW

INCLUDES:

Series editor: Andy Dailey
Philip Benson, Russell Quinlan and Samuel Friedman
Reinforce knowledge and develop exam skills with revision of key historical
content, exam-focussed activities and guidance from experts as part of the
Access to History Series.
• Take control of revision with helpful revision tools and techniques, and content broken
into easy-to-revise chunks
• Revise key historical content and practise exam technique in context with related exam-focussed
activities

C AREER- RELAT ED

DIP LOMA

• Build exam skills with Exam Focus at the end of each chapter, containing exam questions with
sample answers and examiner commentary, to show what is required in the exam

Access to History for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guides
Paper 1: The move to global war

128pp

9781510432345

£16.99

February 2018

Paper 1: Rights and protest

128pp

9781510432352

£16.99

February 2018

Paper 2: Authoritarian States

128pp

9781510432369

£16.99

August 2018

Paper 2: Causes and effects

128pp

9781510432376

£16.99

August 2018

Paper 2: The Cold War Superpower tensions and rivalries

128pp

9781510432383

£16.99

August 2018

Psychology for the IB Diploma

INCLUDES:

NEW

Second edition
Jean-Marc Lawton and Eleanor Willard
Everything you need to navigate the IB Diploma Psychology course.
Ensure full coverage of the syllabus with a comprehensive guide to all the concepts, theories and
research into approaches to understanding behaviour, presented with a cross-cultural focus
for global thinkers.
• Develop critical analysis skills with critical thinking boxes to draw out methodological issues from
studies, and the TOK feature to help you recognise debates and issues
• Apply new skills and knowledge to everyday life with examples and case studies
• Navigate your way seamlessly through the course with key studies and terms highlighted
• Assess your progress and learning with summaries at the end of each chapter

Psychology for the IB Diploma
Student’s Book
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320pp

9781510425774

£32.00

June 2018

Student eTextbook 		

9781510425217

1 year: £22, 2 year: £32

June 2018

Whiteboard eTextbook 		

9781510425224		

June 2018

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Individuals and Societies
Economics for the IB Diploma

INCLUDES:

Paul Hoang

Revision Guide
Support students with accurate and accessible notes, advice and exam
style questions on each key topic from a renowned IB Economics author.
• Build revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed advice
• Cover all the knowledge with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus requirements and topics
• Demonstrate what is required to get the best grades with tips, sample questions and model answers
Answers are free online at www.hoddereducation.com/IBextras

Paper 3 Workbook
Reinforce and improve your students’ mathematical skills for the Paper 3 exam with this write-in
workbook, including actual questions from past papers.

DIP LO MA

• Presents the questions in context of their topics for better understanding of the syllabus
requirements and knowledge
• Sets plenty of practice with exam-style questions and actual exam questions, covering all the
assessment objectives, plus a mock exam at the end of the book consisting of full 25 mark questions

Economics for the IB Diploma
192pp

9781471807183

£19.99

Paper 3 Workbook

96pp

9781471851322

£11.99

Business Management for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide

C A REER- RELAT ED

Revision Guide

INCLUDES:

Paul Hoang
Ensure students approach exams feeling confident and prepared, through the help
of accurate and accessible notes, examiner advice and exam-style questions on each
key topic.
• Practise and check understanding on a range of Exam Practice questions
• Make students aware of the essential points with key terms and facts for each topic
• Ensure students have what they need to achieve certain grades with advice and tips, including
common mistakes to avoid

Business Management for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
Study and Revision Guide

192pp

9781471868429

£19.99

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Individuals and Societies

INCLUDES:

Geography for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
SL Core / HL Core
Simon Oakes
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions; provide
comprehensive content on all topics, and practice questions to support and strengthen learning.
• Develop understanding and knowledge with clear and concise coverage of the syllabus
• Target learning with individual books for Standard and Higher level
• Consolidate revision and check understanding with a range of exam practice question
• Practise exam technique with tips from examiners throughout on how to tackle questions

DIP LOMA

• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic

Geography for the IB Diploma Study and Revision GuideSL Core / HL Core
Geography for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide SL and HL Core

128pp

9781510403550

£16.99

Student eTextbook 			

9781510428638

1 year: £11.50, 2 year: £16.99

Geography for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide HL Core Extension

9781510403543

£16.99

9781510428645

1 year: £11.50, 2 year: £15.99

128pp

Student eTextbook 			

C AREER- RELAT ED

Coming Soon: A level Geography Topic Masters
Changing Places

9781510427532

Global Governance Student eTextbook

9781510426283

Changing Places Student eTextbook

9781510426245

Glaciated Landscapes

9781510427914

The Water and Carbon Cycles

9781510434615

Glaciated Landscapes Student eTextbook

9781510426337

The Water and Carbon Cycles Student eTextbook

9781510432123

Tectonic Hazards

9781510434653

Coastal Landscapes

9781510434622

Tectonic Hazards Student eTextbooks

9781510432499

Coastal Landscapes Student eTextbook

9781510432452

Global Systems

9781510427938

Global Governance

9781510427891

Global Systems Student eTextbooks

9781510426375

For more information and prices visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Topic-Masters

Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma
Study and Revision Guide
Second edition
Andrew Davis and Garrett Nagle
Simple revision strategies for the most complex topics and terms, from the IB’s most trusted
ESS experts.
Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course companions; providing
clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements and topics, and practice questions to
support and strengthen learning.
• Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of exam practice questions and concise and
accessible revision notes
• Practise exam technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to tackle questions
• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic

Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
Study and Revision Guide Second edition
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192pp

9781471899737

£19.99 		

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Sciences
INCLUDES:

Biology for the IB Diploma
C.J. Clegg
Teaching & Learning Resources author: Andrew Davis
Study and Revision Guide author: Andrew Davis and C.J. Clegg
Internal Assessment author: Andrew Davis

Chemistry for the IB Diploma

DIP LO MA

Christopher Talbot, Richard Harwood and Christopher Coates
Teaching & Learning Resources author: Nick Lee
Study and Revision Guide author: Christopher Talbot and Richard Harwood
Internal Assessment author: Christopher Talbot

Physics for the IB Diploma
John Allum and Christopher Talbot
Teaching & Learning Resources author: Colin Cuthbert
Study and Revision Guide author: John Allum

Student’s Books

C A REER- RELAT ED

Provide clear guidance to the latest guide and ensure in-depth study with accessible content,
directly mapped to the syllabus and approach to learning.
These second editions of the highly regarded textbooks contain all the SL and HL content,
which is clearly identifed throughout. The options are available free online or as part of the
Teaching & Learning Resources.
• Identify SL and HL with content fully covered and clearly marked throughout
• Improve exam performance, with plenty of questions, including past paper exam questions
• Integrate Theory of Knowledge into your lessons and provide opportunities for cross-curriculum study
• Offer a concept-based approach to learning, including all key skills and experiments
• Ensure all aspects of the course are taught, including Nature of Science, a key part of the latest guide,
highlighted throughout with commentary and discussion
The Options are available free online as part of teaching and learning resource.

Teaching & Learning Resources
The essential teaching resource, to help you plan and deliver up-to-date and IB appropriate lessons.
• Structure your teaching and save time with adaptable schemes of work and the lesson builder tool
• Update your lessons by using new approaches, interesting, up-to-date and real-life examples
• Stretch students with extension material and activities
• Monitor progress and understanding with interactive quizzes and self-marking tests and
assessments
• Tailor lessons to your needs and add your own resources to those already provided in the
lesson builder tool
Includes:
• Adaptable schemes of work
• Over 30 interactive quizzes
• Investigation sheets and questions, technician notes and links to practical videos
• Interactive flash cards help reinforce key definitions and formulae

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Sciences
Study and Revision Guides

NEW

Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these year round course
companions; providing clear and concise explanations of all syllabus requirements
and topics, and practice questions to support and strengthen learning.
• Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of exam practice questions
and concise and accessible revision notes
• Practise exam technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to
tackle questions

C AREER- RELAT ED

DIP LOMA

• Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub topic

Internal Assessment for the Sciences: Skills for Success

NEW

Aim for the best Internal Assessment grade with this year-round companion,
full of advice and guidance from an experienced IB Diploma Sciences
teachers.
• Build your skills for Individual Investigations with prescribed practicals
supported by detailed examiner advice, expert tips and common mistakes to
avoid
• Improve your confidence by analysing and applying the skills through
exemplars, worked answers and commentary, as well as comprehension
checks throughout
• Navigate the IB requirements with clear, concise explanations including
advice on assessment objectives and rules on academic honesty
• Develop fully rounded and responsible learning with explicit reference to the
IB learner profile and ATLs

26

Evaluate and buy today! Request eInspection copies and download samples at www.hoddereducation.com
or email our team at international.sales@hoddereducation.com.

Sciences
Biology
Student’s Book

560pp

9781471828997

£42.99

Student eTextbook		

9781471829079

1 year: £28.99, 2 Year: £42.99

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471829062

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781471829086

£450 for access until 31 August 2020

Study and Revision Guide

320pp

9781471899706

£21.99

Internal Assessment Skills for Success

160pp

9781510432390

£16.99

656pp

9781471829055

£42.99

Student eTextbook		

9781471829246

1 year: £28.99, 2 Year: £42.99

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471829239

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781471829253

£450 for access until 31 August 2020

Study and Revision Guide

304pp

9781471899713

£21.99

Internal Assessment Skills for Success

160pp

9781510432406

£16.99

600pp

9781471829048

£42.99

Student eTextbook		

9781471829307

1 year: £28.99, 2 Year: £42.99

Whiteboard eTextbook		

9781471829291

£150 for access until 31 August 2020

Teaching & Learning Resources		

9781471829284

£450 for access until 31 August 2020

Study and Revision Guide

240pp

9781471899720

£21.99

Internal Assessment Skills for Success

160pp

9781510432413

£16.99

July 2018

Chemistry
Student’s Book

DIP LO MA

July 2018

Physics
Student’s Book

C A REER- RELAT ED

July 2018

Sign up for a free 30 day trial or subscribe to Dynamic Learning at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning

Key information about Dynamic Learning digital resources
• Try everything for free with a no obligation trial of all Dynamic Learning products
• Subscribe and save when you order your Dynamic Learning products together in a money-saving Package
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.com/dynamiclearning
*Student eTextbook subscriptions are for: 1 year: per student, 2 year: per student

Keep up-to-date with new publishing and view online samples and content before anyone else.
Sign up at www.hoddereducation.com/eupdates.
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Mathematics
Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma

INCLUDES:

Second edition
Ric Pimentel and Terry Wall
Teach with greater confidence with the most accurate guide available, featuring content
structured exactly to the latest syllabus, integrated support for Graphic display calculators
and past IB exam paper questions.
• Deliver lessons that engage with the IB philosophy, with project ideas and TOK links in every topic
• Prepare your students for assessment with past IB exam questions
Additional content including worked solutions are available free online at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/IBExtras/MathematicalStudies

Mathematical Studies for the IB Diploma

DIP LOMA

Student’s Book Second edition

580pp 9781444180176

£37.99

INCLUDES:

Mathematics for the IB Diploma Study and
Revision Guide

C AREER- RELAT ED

Ferenc Beleznay
Simplify exam preparation with help from an IB Mathematics expert, accurate and
accessible notes, examiner advice and exam-style questions on each key topic, including
Section B type questions and multi-stage problems.
• Ensure coverage of all the theory with concise, clear explanations of all the syllabus requirements
and topics
• Build revision skills through a range of strategies and detailed advice
• Prepare for exams with hints and tips, sample questions and solutions

Mathematics for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
Study and Revision Guide

192pp

9781471868481

£19.99

Essential Maths Skills for:
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